
Chapter 290 

On Wednesday, the special concert in Daolang tea vegetable city began. Although it is not a crowded 

street, it has still achieved the hot topic of tea vegetable city in the past week. A young man from other 

places sings frontier style songs, and then conquers the elderly people in the frontier. His skill is really 

not small! 

 

Shao Hua didn't want to go, but President Chen sent four VIP tickets for the concert. It's a pity that he 

didn't go, so he took Jia SuYue. Zhang Fan didn't have time and couldn't go. 

 

There was a sea of people in the meeting hall, and their heads were surging! The introverted northwest 

man let the foreign boy completely ignite, "the boundless horizon, my love!!" Jia SuYue and Shaohua 

were hoarse. 

 

For people in small cities, the concert is still a very distant, high-end and atmospheric thing. Famous 

singers don't come because it's not worth it, and non famous singers don't come because it's not worth 

it! Finally came a singer that everyone is familiar with, excited and enthusiastic! 

 

 

The whole crowd waved shiny plastic sticks, screamed, hissed and shouted. Zhang Fan didn't know 

anything about other things, but later heard Zhu Bing say that no less than 300 people lost their mobile 

phones one night! There are no fewer than ten pairs of adults and children lost! 

 

 

It can be imagined how warm the scene was at that time. Finally, the Armed Police Squadron had to 

enter the site. It may be that people in small cities didn't attend the concert! Maybe this is also the 

reason why super cities are getting bigger and smaller and small places are getting smaller and smaller! 

 

 

After passion, daily life will continue. The next day, many people from all walks of life continue their 

normal work and life with a hoarse voice! 

 

Rheumatology is also busy. It's hot and cold, but beer stalls and roast mutton are already eight high! 

After a winter, people came out early and began to eat meat and drink in the evening on the street. 

Then, the next day, after waking up, fat people from all directions gathered in the rheumatology 

department. 

 

 

Lame, tiptoe on the tip of the left or right foot, gathered in the rheumatology department. 

 

"Doctor! It hurts! " 

 

"Doctor, don't drink any more!" 



 

"Brother! I'll eat meat again! " What a fat scholar looks like! 

 

Gout is a rare disease in early years, that is, some people with special physique will get it. In recent 

years, with the increasing improvement of living standards, it may be that stress leads people to eat and 

drink, and their weight blows up like a balloon. 

 

 

When uric acid is too high, the most obvious is that it converges to the metatarsophalangeal joint of the 

foot and thumb, resulting in inflammation and then pain. The pain is too sour. It's not a knife like pain, 

not a needle like pain, but a kind of pain, redness and swelling that you can't touch. 

 

Zhang Fan went to the clinic this day. The director went to a meeting. It was originally Hu Jun's clinic. As 

a result, the head nurse pulled the Wannian single dog to a blind date, so Zhang Fan went to the clinic 

for Hu Jun. 

 

 

In the outpatient department of Rheumatology, the population tends to polarization. Thin and dry, like 

branches in winter, fat people should enter the clinic on their side. 

 

It's no exaggeration. Sitting in the chair of the clinic, a thin man is like a monkey in clothes. The chair that 

a fat man can press is creaking! 

 

 

"Doctor, do I have rheumatism! My knees are cold and a little painful! " A little girl, less than twenty, 

beautiful! White skin, wearing a short pink down jacket, a small black leather skirt, long and thin legs, 

thin gray stockings and a pair of brown snow boots. 

 

The little girl's big eyes were filled with tears, and the mother and father behind her had an anxious 

expression. 

 

"Come on, get in bed. I'll have a check! " 

 

After a simple physical examination, Zhang Fan found no problem. 

 

In this case, you can't directly tell the family members and patients that it's okay. The current hospitals 

or patients attach great importance to the examination. You don't have a specific laboratory 

examination, just do a physical examination, and then tell others that it's okay. Maybe you'll go to the 

medical office to report you every minute. 

 

"First do a rheumatism four!" Zhang Fan wrote the test sheet and said. 

 

"The doctor gave me a thorough examination. The child is still young! " Said the girl's mother. 



 

"It's not necessary!" Zhang Fan said. 

 

"It's okay. Our unit can reimburse. Just write my name!" 

 

"Well!" Zhang fanhan came down“ Go and have a blood draw first. Take an X-ray of your knee! " 

 

After a while, the little girl came with the test sheet and X-ray. Zhang Fan took it up and took a look. It 

was normal. 

 

"It's okay, no problem." Zhang Fan said. 

 

"Oh! Just fine, just fine. Do you want to prescribe medicine? " Said the little girl's mother. 

 

"No, keep warm when you go back." Zhang Fan said. 

 

"Enough clothes!" As soon as she heard that she was not ill, the little girl lived! Pouted and said in a 

puzzled tone. 

 

Zhang Fan wrote the outpatient medical record. Hearing the little girl's naive words, he really wanted to 

write a sentence on the medical record and put on autumn pants! 

 

"Go and wear a thicker pair of trousers!" 

 

"I'll say you wear less and are stubborn. See, the doctors say you wear less. You dead child, ask for 

trouble in one day. " Zhang Fan looked at the family and shook his head helplessly. 

 

"Doctor, what about rheumatoid arthritis." The girl is fine and registered again. Without asking anything, 

the girl's mother feels bad! 

 

After looking at her, Zhang Fan said, "take the knee joint for example. Rheumatoid arthritis has 

symmetrical swelling, but the internal structure of the knee joint will not change, and then there is a 

problem with the heart valve. Typically lick the joints and bite the heart. The pain is in the knee and the 

disease is in the heart. " 

 

"What kind of rheumatoid arthritis. Is it the same! ~ " 

 

"No!" People registered and there were no patients behind. Zhang Fan simply gave the family a popular 

science sentence: "rheumatoid, first of all, the stiffness of the symmetry of both hands in the morning, 

especially the small joints, will be destroyed." 

 

"Oh! Well, please! You have a good attitude. " One card for good people! The family left happily. 

 

Rheumatism and rheumatoid arthritis are very troublesome. Some people don't pay attention. They 



catch cold water with both hands. My God! Can you kill you with some hot water. 

 

Catch cold water, especially when the weather is cold, blood vessels contract rapidly, and then various 

immune factors react violently. Maybe you have rough skin and thick meat. You'll be fine all your life, 

but once there is a quantitative change and qualitative change, there will be rheumatic factor or 

rheumatoid factor. It's over! This is not easy to treat! There is no specific medicine. 

 

Although this is not an absolute inducement, it is a relatively obvious inducement at present. Many 

female dishwashers who work in restaurants all year round have this disease! 

 

At noon, when I was about to get off work, an acquaintance came! Manager of the quark County Hotel, 

fat manager. When I saw Zhang Fan, Zhang Fan was very surprised when he saw him. 

 

"Ha ha, Doctor Zhang! I haven't seen you for a long time, but I miss you! " Speaking, the fat man limped 

over quickly, grabbed Zhang Fan's hands and held them hard! 

 

"Ha ha, what's the matter?" Zhang Fan probably knows at a glance. 

 

"Hi! Gout and uric acid are going to explode. The pain made me want to die, so I had to come to the city 

hospital. Dr. Zhang, just open the hospital for me! Really, the pain made my waist tremble. Wearing 

socks in the morning is like punishment! " 

 

Although the fat man said it was painful and uncomfortable, his flesh like face and Maitreya like face all 

had a sense of joy! 

 

"OK, then go straight to the hospital!" I'll give you an admission form! 

 

"OK, when I'm ready, let's have two drinks!" The fat man grabbed Zhang Fan's hand and said. 

 

"Well! Well, you can't! " 

 

"Oh, yes, yes, no drinking, no drinking, ha ha!" 

 

One morning, I saw more than 30 patients and took in two patients. One is ventilation, the other is 

ankylosing spondylitis. 

 

This disease is very famous in China. It is not the disease that is famous, but the people who get it. 

President Zhou is this disease, and an uncle who leads a special pace is also this disease. 

 

One morning, almost all the major diseases in the rheumatology department, including rheumatism, 

rheumatoid, ankylosing spondylitis and systemic lupus erythematosus in the ward. 

 


